Introduction
Let M be a complete, non-compact Riemannian manifold, A the LaplaceBeltrami operator on M, e tA , t > 0, the heat semi-group, and p t (x t y) t x,y € M, t > 0, the heat kernel.
The main question we shall address in this survey is: how can one connect the behaviourofsup jr€M p t (x f x) t or p t U,jt),forfixed JC € M, as a function of t -+oo,with the geometry at infinity of M?
By geometry at infinity we mean essentially volume growth and isoperimetric type properties. The connection with the decay of the heat kernel will be made through a scale of Sobolev inequalities, which incorporâtes the relevant geometrie informations. These informations are much more robust than curvature assumptions.
Suppose one has identified classes of manifolds where the heat kernel behaves more or Iess as it does in the Euclidean spaces. Then another question one can ask is which part of real analysis (boundedness of Riesz transforms, H X -BMO duality) can be performed on such manifolds.
The same questions can be asked in a discrete setting, i.e. for random walks on graphs, see the survey [14] . Note that there one has to face a lot of additional difficultés, especially if one deals with discrete time.
In fact, one can connect directly the behaviour of the heat kernel on a manifold with the behaviour of random walks on a discrete skeleton via some discrétisation techniques. There are results on heat kernels on manifolds that, up to now, can only be obtained in this way (see [21] , Theorem 8 and [13] , §VI). We won't develop this matter here, we refer the reader to [37] , [52] , [6] , [10], [22], [13] and the références therein.
. • There exist already several (longer) surveys on heat kernels on non-compact manifolds, for example [48] . The one by Grigor'yan ( [33] ) is very informative and close in spirit to the present one. Grigor'yan recently wrote another quite interesting survey ( [34] ), which is however Iess oriented towards estimâtes of the heat kernel. Another possible complement to the present paper is [12] .
In the last fifteen years, this field has undergone an important development and one cannot hope to give a comprehensive approach in a few pages, nor to quote all relevant papers. What follows is nothing but a subjective and partial account.
In §2, we shall explain why the control of the heat kernel decay is intermediate between an isoperimetric inequality and a volume lower bound, at least in a polynomial scale. In §3, we shall see that all three properties are in genera! different, but coincide for Lie groups or manifolds with non-negative curvature. In §4, we shall consider, among manifolds with the doubling property, the ones that satisfy Euclidean type estimâtes of the heat kernel, and we shall state real analysis properties for them, such as the bound-edness of Riesz transforms and H 1 -BMO duality. In §4, we shall characterise very gên-erai on-diagonal upper bounds for the heat kernel in terms of suitable L 2 isoperimetric inequalities. In §5, we shall give sufficient conditions for on-diagonal lower bounds. Hère V (x, r) dénotes the Riemannian volume of the geodesie bail B(x, r) of center x and radius r. The L p norms are taken with respect to the Riemannian measure, and V is the Riemannian gradient. If Q is a compact domain in M with smooth boundary (this is the meaning of Q ce M), 3Q, \Q\ dénotes its volume and \d£l\ the superficial measure of its boundary.
The basic picture
Remarks. -Provided one considers a manifold with a reasonably uniform local geometry, all the properties we consider can be localised at infinity, i.e. restricted for large time and large space, and then the relationship between them remains the same. This can be done through the discrétisation techniques of [37] , [6] As we already said, the up-to-date approach goes rather from the (more gênerai) decay to some (more gênerai) Nash type inequalities (see [13] and section 5 below).
It is easy to see that p t ix,y) ^ yjpt(x,x)p t {y,y), but one expects p t (x,y) to be much smaller when x, y are far apart. Indeed, there are now sophisticated techniques to obtain bounds on p t {x,y) fromboundson p t (x,x) and Pt(y,y) even for fixed x,y ([25], [32] ). By semigroups methods relying on a trick due to E.B. Davies [24] , one can prove that supp,U,y) ^ Ct~D I2 > t > 0
x.y
self-improves into
This estimate is due to Davies and Pang ( [26] ). For a simple proof, see [9] ; this paper is aimed at the case of heat kernels on Lie groups, but the proof goes over to abstract submarkovian semigroups. Contrary to what one thought a few years back, the above estimate is not sharp, and can be slightly improved (see [47] ).
Notice that the basic picture is not adapted to non-polynomial growth situations and says nothing about lower bounds of the heat kernel.
Volume growth and isoperimetry
Let us now concentrate on the two top-bottom négative arrows in the basic picture. This upper estimate does imply an isoperimetric inequality for large sets, but for a weaker exponent. Indeed, it is equivalent to the Sobolev inequality
There exist manifolds such that V (x, r)
Assume that M has a reasonably uniform local geometry (for example positive injectivity radius and Ricci curvature bounded from below, but much less is required, see [22] ). Then the same inequality holds on a discrétisation X of M ( [37] ), Le.
x,y€X.x~y
Nowtaking ƒ = lo yields where3n= U e Cl;3y e Q c ,y -JC}.
This discrete inequality can be brought back on M and gives the isoperimetric inequality | Q | ~ô r " ^ C\ 3QI, where Q ranges over the compact subsets of M with smooth boundary containing a geodesie bail of fixed radius (this is what Chavel and Feldman call a modified isoperimetric inequality, see [6] These examples are rotationally invariant manifolds, with some narrow parts that destroy the isoperimetry, but do not affect too much the heat flow.
We can sum up what has been seen so far by saying that, at least in the polynomial scale, the isoperimetric inequality controls from above the decay of the heat kernel, which in turn controls from below the volume growth, but the converses are false.
There are however interesting situations where one can close the circle, namely where VU,r) ^ cr°, Vr>0 implies |Q|~ < C 4 |3f2|, VflcM, compact with smooth boundary.
These situations are the following:
-Manifolds with non-negative Ricci curvature (this was announced in [51], and can be seen by using the Li-Yau gradient estimâtes of [38] ), -Lie groups (or discrete groups) with polynomial volume growth ( [53] ).
There is a unifying principle behind these phenomena, that allows one to treat more gênerai situations and also to go beyond the polynomial scale. It is interesting to note that the two implications in Theorem 5.1 have different sets of assumptions as far as T t is concerned; to deduce the decay from the Nash inequality, one only needs a control of the I 1 -1 1 and L°° -L°° norms, whereas to go back from the decay to Nash, one uses a symmetry assumption. This is no wonder; roughly speaking, the geometry of the underlying space governs all reasonable diffusions, including non-symmetric ones, but one cannot conclude from the behaviour of a diffusion to the geometry of the space unless the diffusion is symmetrie (the influence of a drift could override the geometry!).
Analysis on manifolds with regular volume growth
The first implication is contained implicitely or explicitely in the works of Nash, Carlen-Kusuoka-Stroock, Tomisaki (see the références in (13] ).
